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An Observation of the Stability: 
Statics and Dynamics) 
Shoken恥10rii
??? ? ??????，????• ??、? ? ?? ??? 、
We are doing economic 1ife day by day. Our purpose of economic 
life is to full up the satisfaction of economic wants within a 1imited 
resources. Therefore， a symmetry of economics is a1so individua1 beha-
viour in the production or consumption of goods and services， the 
exchange in the market， and the distribution for the member of the 
world， we cou1d be simp1y summarize above to this. For analyzing 
to those prob1ems we 1et to use some mathematica1 too1s in modern 
economics. According1y， we are to solve above the symmetrical prob-
lems by using too1s of mathematics. 
Then， we know to make it an existence on the difference of Statics 
and Dynamics in the economic theory. However， the concept on the 
Statics and Dynamics is difficult to define it exact1y. Neverthe1ess， 
the genera1 idea is really important for an economic ana1ysis. Now 
then， at first， 1et us dea1 with a concept of Statics and Dynamics. 
Next， we dea1 with a prob1em on the Stability of Statics or Dynamics， 
continuous1y the Correspondence Princip1e. 
1) 1 have an imagination to take up too great problem. Rather， this tit1e may 
have to change another one， but 1 try to research about this. Therefore， 1 
should bring about too much mistakes 1iterally or analytically. Moreover， 1 
take the responsibi1ty for al of them in this paper. Then， 1 expωt to point 
upon the individual mistake out of my friendly professor. 
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[2J A Concept of Statics and Dynamics 
The economists who are representative Statics and Dynamics are 
2) 
considered J. R. Hicks and P. A. Samuelson. Professor Hicks describes 
the following about Statics and Dynamics: 1 call Economic Statics 
those parts of economic theory where we do not trouble about dating; 
Economic Dynamics those parts where every quantity must be dated. 
For example. in economic statics we think of an entrepreneur employ-
ing such-and-such quantities of factors and producing by their aid 
such-and-such quantities of Products; but we do not ask when the 
factors are employed and when the products come to be really. In 
economic dynamics we do ask such questions; and even pay special 
attention to the way changes in these dates affect the relations between 
3) 
factors and products. 
In Hicksian consideration， he makes allowance for dating or no 
dating， but Professor Samuelson makes consideration of the behavioural 
system: Statical refers to the form and structure of the postulated laws 
determined the behavior of the system. An equilibrium defined as the 
int巴rsectionof a pair of curves would be statical. Ordinarily， itis 
timeless in that noting is specified concerning the duration of the process. 
In defining the term Dynamical， at least two possIbilitIes suggest them-
selves. First， itmay be defined as a general term including st乱ticalas 
a special rath記rdegenerate case. Or， on the other hand， itmay be 
4l 
deIIned as the totality of al systems which are not statical. We may 
2) J. R. Hicks; Value and Capital. 2 nd. 巴d.Oxford， 1946: P. A. Samuelson 
Foundations of Economic Analysis. 4 th. printing. Harvard U niv. Press， 1970. 
3) Hicks; op. cit. Chapter IX， The Method of Analysis. P. 115. 
4) Samuelson; op. cit. Chapter XI， Some Fundamentais of Dynamical Theory. 
P. 313. 
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so that a1though an arbitrary initial situation deverged from this equi-
librium condition， together with proceeding of time the devergence is 
say that a system is dynamical if its behavior over time is determined 
by functional equations in which variable at different point of time 
5) 
are involved in an essential way. 
In summary， Dynamics is defined as th巴processof successive change 
of the variable from one time to next time， this model， therefore， 
should be demonstrated upon such process. On the one hand， Statics 
is defined as the process changing each datum when a various datum 
changes. Moreover， on th巴 otherhand， as Samuelson points out the 
following: As simple statical syst号m as defined above would also have 
6) 
the property of being stationary. An idea of stationary state is the 
way of more one anaiysis in Statics. Stationary State is the status 
that when the pric号 andwage is al constant， then th巴 activities，for 
example， production， consumption， exchange， etc.， are quite repeatedly 
repetitional with same level. In stationary state， as on号 datumis hap-
pened any change， this state is disturbed， but passing over time consists 
this new stationary state corresponding on the change of datum. We 
compare with such a new stationary and old stationary state， and ana-
lyze how exerts a change of datum efl己ctivenessto the endogenous 
7) 
variables. However， we have not dealing with in this paper rather 
stabi1ty condition in the light of this tit1e. 
Then， stability is that， a1though any point of equilibrium deverged 
from real equilibrium， this motions again turn back to initial condition， 
5) Samuelson; op. cit. Chapter XI. P. 314. 
6) Samuelson; op. cit. Chapter XI. P. 313. 
7) Imai， Uzawa， Komiya， Negishi， & Mi江rakami;Price Th号。ry1， I wanami， 
1971 ; Introduction. P. P. 22~23. 
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necessarily convergent to initial point of equilibrium. Professor 
8) 
Samuelson describes about conc号ptsof stability as follow: a) Any 
position of equilibrium is stable if deviations from it remain bounded. 
If no motions go out to infinity， then each is stable. b) Although the 
system may not exact1y repeat itself starting from an arbitrary initial 
state， yet in general it will return to the vicinity of its initial state and 
nearly repeat its motion during a long interval of time. This is quite 
different from the usual meaning of stability. c) A very common use 
of stability in nonconservative physical system is the one which 1 have 
termed stability of the first kind. It holds when every I motion approa-
ches in the limit the position of equilibrium. There is stability of the 
first kind in the small if in a sufficient1y small neighborhood of a given 
motion al motions are stabl巴. d) All conservative physical systems are 
reversible in time， and volumes are preserved in phase space. This 
rules out stabilility of the first kind. e) There remain stil other notions 
such as parmanent stability， semi.圃parmanentstability in which the 
above properties hold for long periods of time， complete or trigono-
metric stability in which the motion can be approximated by certain 
harmonic sums， etc. In summary this is such things as we describe 
above. 
[3J A Stability of Comparative Statics 
Comparative statics is to analyze about what effect exerts a change 
of one datum to an initial equilibium values. At the first， let us exa-
mine on the consumer behaviour. We make usually purchase the diι 
ferent commodities with a given income Y， then our income consists 
8) Samuelson; op. cit. chapter XI. P. P. 333~334. 
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of the sum of expenditure for spending it upon the respective com-
modities. Wh巴nwe buy a commodities. The combinations of goods 
are indicated by the level of utility which can represent the utility 
function. 
Now， we indicate the different commodities by Xi， the prices of each 
commodities Pi， a given income Y， and a level of utility u， then we 
ha ve respectively a utility function and a equation of income. 
u=u(ixt) (3 -1) 
Y=ヱPiXi (3 -2) 
where we assume that our income expends wholly to purchasing the 
commodities， moreover we consider that a level of utility is measurable 
or orderly. 
The consumer is able to purchase optimum amounts of commodities 
with maximizing utility function subject to given income which we 
call it budget constraint or restraint condition. To solve these equations 
we use the method of the Lagrange mu1tiplier λThen， writting the 
Lagrangean equation 
L=u(21xz)+利子一(主戸i)J (3 -3) 
Differentiating equation (3-3)， setting the respective partial derivatives 
equal zero， we can derive the well-known first order equilibrium con・
ditions. 
~ Ui-A"2， Pi=O 
n 
or "2， Ui=λ"2，Pi (3 -4) 
Then， eliminating λ， we reduce to the following. 
Ul U2 Un-l Un 
P1 P2 Pn-1 Pn 
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l:'..L_~ ~ ~ 五一1ー ι二1
Un Pn' uη pη Un Pη 
These equations state that in equilibrium the marginal rate of substi-
? ?
??
?、 ，
?
????
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or 
tution b巴tweenany two goods must equal the ratio of their money 
that the mean these eq uations Stated somewhat differently pnces. 
marginal rate of substitution between any good and the numeraire 
These n-l eq uations must equal its price in terms of the numeraire. 
together with equation (3-2) are sufficient to determine the n known 
.， X n in the individual's equilibrium collection of quantities x)， X2，
9) 
commodities. 
In order that u should be a true maximum weτlUst have not only 
Then， expanding equation (3-1)， we are able duニobut also d2uくO.
to obtain the conditions of maximum. 
(3 -6) 
d2u=ヱヱ Uijdx idxj 
i=l j=l 
where dXi is indicated the五rstpartial derivative， and u i j for the se-
? ?
?
?
???、? ? ?
n 
du=ヱUidxi
Cousequently the conditions for d2uくofor al cond partial derivative. 
values of dx)， dxz， ・，dx町 such that du =0， are that th巴 determinants 
U2 ・ Un 
Ul Ul1 U12…Uln! 
U2 l{12 U22・U2nI 
Ul 10 
??????
???
??
???
????
?，??! 0 Ul 
i Ul Ull U12 
! U2 U12 UZ2 
Un U1η ヨη・lJlI
9) J. L. Mosak; Gen号ralEquilibrium Theory in International Trade. Principi且
Press， 1944， P.12. Notice that in the usual case this is described generally 
that the relative rate of marginal utility， hence equals the marginal rate of 
substitution b巴tweenany two goods， 巴司ualsthe r昌teof relative price. The 
result is also equivalent to either孔1osak'scase or usual case 
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10) 
should be a1ternatiuely positive and negative. In this series the last 
determinant is U， the next to last is the cofactor Unn of Unn in U， the 
one preceding that is the cofacter Unn，(ト 1)(ト 1)of llnn，(πー l)(n-l)in Unn， 
et cetera. Consequent1y the stability conditions state that 
Unn Unn，(πー 1)(ηー1) Unn，(η1)(ト1)"・22
U' U U 
(3 -9) 
ar巴 alternativelynegative and positive. Since the order of numbering 
the commodities is arbitrary， these conditions are equivalent to the 
conditions that 
Ull U1b22 U11'22'33 
U' U U 
U11，22，33，' .・ 1 何日〈π1)
U 
11) 
(3 -10) 
shall be a1ternately negative and positive. Reca1ling that X ij二 Uij/U，
we obtain the condition that the determinants involving the substitution 
terms， 
r Xu X12t 
X11， I 
[X21 .¥22: 
.¥11 X12 X13 
X21 X22 X23I， ・， 
X3J X32 X33 
X11 X12 ・・・ X1，ηー1
X21 X22 ・ ・ X2，n-l
Xn-bl Xπ-h2"'X何一1)(n-l)
12) 
shall be a1ternately negative and positive. 
(3 -11) 
Next， we should examine about the behaviour of firm. The firm 
may be thought of as employing less factors to produce more products. 
we assume that they begin to produce quantities of products Yh Yz， .，
Ym as employing various quantities of factors v市 +b V抗告 ・，Vn. In 
such a case the production function is indicated as follows. 
f( kYi; ヱvd)=O， (3-12) 
¥i=l j=乱 +1
The object of entrepreneur is to maximize its profit upon this con-
10) Hicks; op. cit.， Mathematical Appendix. P. 306. 
11) Mosak; op. cit.， Chapter I. P. 13. 
12) Mosak; op. cit.， Chapter I. P. 24. See; footnote 9. 
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straint conditions. Therefore， indicating the profit by R 
ηz 
R=ヱPiYi一
i=l 
n ヱ qjVj
j=m+l 
(3 -13) 
where Pi and qj is represent the prices of products or factors respec・
tively. Assuming perfect competition， we can solve its problem by 
introducing Lagrange mu1tiplier μ. Accordingly， a Lagrangean equa-
tion L is indicated the following like an uti1ty function. 
L=主Ptyz-J3y ( 3一14)
The first order conditions are retained out of equation (3-14). 
n 
~ Pk一μヱIk=Ok~l 必 ~1 (3 -15) 
1t μis eliminated， this gives us n-l equations， which， together with 
th巴 productionfunction， determine the n quantities Yh Jz， .， Yn， be-
cause we are able to consider it which are treated the factors as nega-
tive products. 
Whence the condition for maximum are 
d(Rー μf)=0， d2(R一μ1)=0 (3 -16) 
Then， since R is linear， d2R=0; the second condition therefore im-
plies that dザ>0，subject to dl=O. Expanding， when we derive a 
similar set of stabi1ity conditions， then the determinants 
o 1 12 
11111 12 
12/12 12 
o /1 12ん
1 11 12 13 
12 112 12 123 
13 13 123 13 
13) 
must al1 be negtive. 
o /1 12…fη 
/1 11 /12…1n 
1/2 12ん2…12n
1Iη 1ηんη…Inn
13) Hicks; op. cit.， Mathematical Appendix. P. 320. 
(3一17)
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C 4J Thc Statical Stability of Multi-exchange Equilibrium 
In general the various quantities of n goods are exchanged by n 
individuals bringing to the market them under conditions of perfect 
competition. The equilibrium of exchange requires that the total quan-
tity demanded of al commodities equate to the total quantity supplied 
of al goods. 
Xi = Yi 0=1，2，…， n) (4 -1) 
Discribed above， we shall indicate that Xn is the quantities bought 
for al individuals Xi， Yn the amounts brought by al individuals Yi， 
and the prices of commodities Pι・ Ifthe system is in equilibrium， 
then the demand for al commodities must equal th巴 supplyof al 
goods. 
'2:， PiXi=ヱPiYi
i=l i=l 
(4-2 ) 
Summing for al1 individuals， we have 
n-1 πー I
'2:， PiXi=ヱPiYi (4 -3) 
When we consider that one good xηhas to be taken in terms of 
numるraire，therefore any one price Pn equals unity， then the remaining 
π-1 
prices '2:， Pi have to be determined. Since the equations (4-3) must 
i=l 
necessarily hold， namely regardless of whether (4-1) satisfied or not， 
it follows that if n -1 equations are satisfied， the n th equation must 
be satisfied too， therefore， ther巴 areonly n -1 eq ua tions to determine 
14) 
the n -1 prices. 
Thus， we ha ve the n -1 unknowns to be determined by the n-1 
equations (4-1). Notice that the supply of commodities Yi is consi-
dered to be able to tak巴nas given. Therefore， we reduce the equili-
14) Hicks; op. cit.， Mathematical Appendix. P. 314. 
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brium system to the n -1 dimensional. 
(4-4 ) 
n-1 π-1 
'kXi(q1， q2'…，qト 1)=ヱYi
This system provides us with a set where qi is the n -1 price ratios. 
of n -1 independent equations to determine the n -1 price ratios under 
The given set of conditions are: a given set of conditions. 
the preferenc巴 functionfor each individnal， and 
????
the initial coll巴ctionof goods for each individual. 
(4-4) and given 
(2) 
A change in these givens will change the system 
15) 
rise to a n巴wset of equilibrium price ratios. 
Now， in the system (4-4) we hav巴 then -1 unknowns to be deter-
Then， we must consider mined in equilibrium and the price ratios qi・
Professor Hicks gives us the the effects of a change in a price ratio. 
conditions for the stability of mu1ti-exchange equi1ibrium as follows. 
Since Yi can be tak巴nas constant， the conditions for the stability of 
dXi exchange can be got by examining the sign ofづ了・
~}/t 
dX，. 
equilibrium to be perfect1y stable，つ二1... must be negative: 
~}/' 
In order for 
when al other prices are unchanged; 
????
when pj is adjusted so as to maintain equilibrium in the market (2) 
for X j， but al other prices are unchanged; 
when pj and PIC are similarly adjusted; 
and so on， until we have adjusted al prices， excepting Pn (which is 
16) 
necessaril y uni ty ) . 
(3) 
Then， we try to consider the conditions for stability， henc巴 differen・
tiating the equations (4-1) with respect to P;， we have the following. 
15) Mosak; op. cit.， Chapter I. P. 39. 
16) Hicks; op. cit.， Mathematical Appendix. P. 315. 
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θXi axi，θXi dPj ，θXi dPk 
百Pi-aPi'百子7万ア百Pk dPi 
一
θXjrθXj dPj rθXj dPk 
-aPi'aPj亙プ吾瓦万7 (4-5 ) 
oXk r oXk dPj rθXk dPk 一一一一一一一一θPi θPj dP i r a P k dP i 
O 
O 
Eliminat均宅L and宅ι，
"')/1 "")/1 
δXj 
θPk 
θXj 
θPj 
θXi 
aPk 
θXi 
aPj 
aXi 
8Pi 
? ? ? ?
(4-6 ) 
θXj 
θPk 
θXj 
8Pj 
。Xj
8Pi θXk 
8Pk 
。Xk
OPj θXk 
吾子;
θXk 
θPj 
。Xk
百7
Taking al similar dXi To be perfectly stable，ゴ士土 mustbe negative. 
‘.，ノZ
condition together， and remembering that they must hold for the mar-
ket in every Xi， the stability conditions is emerged by the Jacobian 
determinants. 
θXi 
8Pk 
。Xi
8Pj 
θXi 
θPi θXi 
8Pj 
8Xi 
8Pi 
( 4-7) 
θXj 
δPk 
θXk 
OPk 
axι 
百子7
17) 
to be alternatively negative and positive. 
θXj 
百子7
θXj 
百子;θXj 
θPj 
。Xj
8Pi 
。Xi
8Pi' 
θXk 
θPi 
In order for this stability conditiors to clearly understand， let us 
Differentiating the equations consider with respect to a change in ql・
(4-4)， we have the system. 
d~:rl- YIL_ dX1ー ト18X1_dqi 
ql dql -i-":1θqi dq1 
17) Hicks， op. cit.， Mathematical Appendix. P. 315. 
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d(X2 -Y2) dX2一二1θX2dqi 
dq1 dq1一三1θqτ dq1 
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(4-8 ) 
主主己主2=dXk=三1Y空主主生L
dq1 dq1 i~1 k~1 θqi dq1 
( 4-9) 
Let us assume， 
ト 1 r~1 ax; η1π1 aXi a，:;= ~ ~ ~".t=Pn ヱ ~ 有一一
i~1 j~1 uqj i~1 j~1 uqj 
Further， let us define Jacobian determinants， 
。1川 1
a2，n-l 
a12 
a22 
。
11
α21 
(4 -10) J三
an-1， 2・・・an-hn-l 。π1，1 
and moreover assuming Jij the cofactor of aij in J， itfol1ows from 
the equations (4-8) that 
J dX1 n dX1 ./ n 
J11一五7-tqp;¥U (4 -11) 
dX， If the market is to be perfectly stable， then .:ー土 mustbe negative '''vu dql 
regardless of whether the other price ratios remain constant or are 
For each adjusted so as to maintain equi1ibrium in those markets. 
additional price that is kept constant we have one less unknown and 
Solving one less equation to set equal to zero in the equations (4-8). 
for every such a system we obtain as the conditions of perfect stabi-
. " "a1' n-l a12 a11 
lity that the determinants 
?????
??? (4 -12) .. .a2， n_1 
a2' π 1・・・an-hn-l 
18) 
shal1 be alternatively negative and positive. 
a22 α21 
αη1， 1
18) Mosak， op. cit.， Chapter 11. P. 41. 
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19) 
Professor Allen describes the following criticism about things ana-
lyzed above: The Hicksian notion of perfect stability can be criticised 
on the ground that it is defined by analogy with the case of a single 
market. Only in the simple case is a particular dynamic model con-
structed as a criterion for stability. The general case of many mar-
kets is not considered， at least explicit1y， in the light of a dynamic 
model showing the movements of the inter・relatedprices over a time. 
The analysis is clearly incomplete. An unsuspected di血cultywill then 
emerge from the fact that ar • and a. r are generally different， since it 
βX伊 aX β Yー βY.
cannot be assumed 均her 伽t 万ケ百~ or伽 t百Ff=百子?
However we shall be enough to understand th巴conditionsfor equili-
brium stability even in a single market， and in general bring forward 
the symmetric determinants in the static model. 
[5J The Stability of Walrasian General Equilibium 
20) 
As point out Professer Samuelson: For a simgle market， according 
to Professor Hicks， equilibrium is stable if an increase in demand raises 
price. For multiple markets equilibrium is imperfectly stable if an 
increase in demand for a simgle good its price aft巴ral other prices 
ha ve adj usted th巴mselves;the equilibrium is pぽ fect1ystable if an in-
creased demand for a good raises its price even when any subset of 
other prices is arbitrarily held constant. 
To test these criteria we take up the Walrasian form， namely in 
the general equilibrium analysis the demand and supply functions for 
goods are fundamentally functions of al goods. 
19) R. G. D. Allen; Mathematical Economics. 2 nd. Macmillan， 1959. Chapter 10， 
General Economic Equilibrium. P. P. 328~329. 
20) Samuelson; op. cit.， Chapter IX. P. 270. 
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Ei =Xi (P1，P2，…，P n) -Y iCPhP2，…，Pρ=Ei(PhP2，…，Pn) 
[i= 1，2，.・，nJ (5 -1) 
where Ei represent static excess demand for the i th good， X i the 
demand for the i th good， and Y i the supply of the i th good. The 
equilibrium points for each good is the conditions that al the excess 
demands are zero. Moreover， ifthe excess demand is positive， then 
the price of a good increases， and if the excess demand is negative， 
then the price decreases. The statical stability conditions of partial 
equilibrium is therefore that a change in price becomes cause a change 
to the opposite direction in the excess demand， so that we have 
dE， Efく0 i = 1，2，.・1 (5 -2) 
21) 
Professor Gandolfo describes as follows: Of course， account must be 
taken of the fact that the change in a price influ巴ncesnot only its 
own excess demand， but also， inprinciple， al the other excess demands. 
Thus conditions (5 -2) must be qualified. Hicks' qualifications con-
sist in the distinction between imperfect and perfect stability. Stability 
is imperfect when (5-2) holds only when， giving a change in the j th 
price， al the other prices have adjusted in such a way that al the 
other markets are again in equilibrium. Stability is instead perfect 
when (5-2) holds in any case， that is when 
(1) al the other prices have adjusted as in the previous case; 
(2) ali the other prices have remained constant: 
(3) any subset of k other prices have varied 80 that equilibrium in 
the respective market~ has been restored， where as the remaining 
m -k prices have remained constant. 
21) Giancar10 Gandolfo; Mathematical Methods and Models in Economic Dyna-
mics. North-Holiand， 1971. Part 1， Chapter 9. P. P. 275~276. 
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Then， in order to find these conditions， we should totally differentiate 
the equations (5-1). 
8E， ._ • 8E; ._. 8E， 
dEi=一'-;!-dP，+一'-;!-dP，+・・・+一一土dPπ i= 1，2，.n θPl~'"'8P2~'2' '8Pη 
Rewritting the equations (5-3) to the determinant system; 
(all a12..・叫η
! a21 a2・...a2π
dEi= I 
(αη an2 αm 
4θE勿
where aij=一一-.U¥，.I.I.¥，.I U-tJ - aPj 
(dP1 I 
dP2 
dPn 
(5 -3) 
(5 -4) 
Now， we assume that when the price of the j th good has changed， 
then al the other prices varied as to be again in equilibrium， since 
the equilibrium has been restored. ln this case we have the following. 
dEj =aj1dP1 +aj2dP2 +…+αjndPn=O (j=1ム・・ .，n) (5 -5 ) 
Solving with respect to dPi we obtain 
処 =dE会 (5 -6) 
22) 
where D is the Jacobean determinant， Djj the cofactor of ajj in D. 
From the equation (5-6) we have 
dEj_~ 
dPj Djj 
(5 -7) 
If the equation (5-2) is satisfied， then D and D jj must be of oppo・
site sign. Therefore， itfollows that the necessary and sufi.cient condi-
tions for imperfect stability are that al the principal minors of order 
n -1 of D ha ve a sign opposite to sign of D. 
22) We cited from Gandolfo's work， op. cit.， P.277. Note that， since the sum 
of the subscripts of a j j iseven， the factor is the same as the minor; moreover， 
this minor， by its very defi.nition， isa principle minor of order n-l. 
23) Gandolfo; op. cit.， P. 227. 
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We consider the perfect stabiiity in which， the price of the j th 
good having varied， other price adjusts in such a way that the equili-
brium is restored in the h th market， while al the another prices is 
remained constant. In this case， we have the following equations. 
dEj=αjjdPj+aj"dP" 
dE九=a"jdPj+a"ιdP，=O 
Solving for dpj， we have 
a" 
dPj =dEj，一一--ーで
I ajj ajh I 
iα"j a九九 1
(5 -8) 
(5 -9) 
dE; . ." I ajj aj九|
Thus，万L is negative if and only if I n. . I > 0， since a"" is 
|αゐj a九九 i
negative as discribed above. So， itfollows that aj jくofor al j is the 
first condition for perfect stability， the denominator of equation (5-9) 
is the second minor of D， and the second minor of D must be posi-
t1ve. 
Examining continuonsly adjustments in three， four (markets) and so 
on， we can obtain the necessary and sufi.cient conditions for p号rfect
stability. Employing in such乱 waythat we caught the sol ution， we 
retain al1 the minors of r of D having the sign of (-1)T. This is 
that the principal minors must alternatively have th巴 signstarting 
from minus， namely 
aj j a九 a"j
ajjく0，I . 1>0， I a"j a"" ak" Iく0，…j-":;hキk(5-10) !aJhJl i
a"j a"" 
akj aklる akk
This Is the same as saying that it is equivalent to the Hicks condi-
tions of static stability. 
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[6J The Dynamic Stability of Walrasian Equilibium 
So far， we reserched about the stability conditions in the static sys-
tem， however w号 turnhere to examine the dynamic system. Using 
the assumptions indicated above， the dynamic system represents the 
following differential equation. 
Pi=kiEi(Pl，P2，・.，Pn) i=1，2，・1 (6 -1) 
dP， 
where Pi=←:，' and ki isthe sp巴edof adjustment， and Ei the excess dt ~H~ '" 
demand. Of course， these equations (6-1) state that if th巴 excessde-
mand for any good is positive， then its pric巴 mustris号， and vice 
versa. 
Expanding the right side in the equations (6-1) around th巴 equili-
brium prices， we have 
d(Pj _PjO) 
一一吉一一一=kiail(P1-P1U)十kiain(Pn一人。)i = 1，2，・'，n(6 -2) 
where PjO is th巴 equilibriumvalue of the i th price. For simplifica帽
tion， we assume that ki isunity for al i， moreover indicating (Pi -PiO) 
by Pu we can be written as follows. 
P1 =al1Pl十a12P2十・・・+a1ηPη
P2=a21P1 +α2P2+・ +a2nPη
Pn=αηlP1十an2P2+・・・十GηnPn
(6 -3) 
From the theory of linear differential equations， ifp，:ー ヲiO as t→∞， 
then the system is stable， 80 that the conditions for the dynamic sta-
bility of equilibrium are indicat巴dthe following. 
lim P i (t) =0 (6-4) 
I→∞ 
The roots of the characteristic equation of system (6-3) are negative 
if real parts. The characteristic eq uation of the system is 
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allー λa12 ・alπ
α21 a22一λ ..a2π φ(:¥')=1 I=IAー λ11= laij一λOij!=O
an1 an2 ・0ππ一λ (6 -5) 
24) 
where A is a square matrix，λa scaler variable， and 1 the unit matrix. 
25) 
So as to pointed out Professor Samuelson: In the symmetrical case， 
i.e.， aij = aji， al the roots are necessarily real. If the equilibrium is 
to be stable， they must al be negative. This is possible if and only 
if A is the matrix of a negative detinite quadratic form; i.e.， only if 
al principal minors alternate in sign as follows. 
???? ???
、
，?? ????????
????????
? ?〉??
???
? ????
aki akj akk 
26) 
Professor Samuelson describes that th巴 stabilitycriteria of Professor 
Hicks are seen to be correct theorems. Howev巴r，where perfect sym-
metry is not present， the Hicks criteria are not at al necessary condi-
tions and in many cases not sufficient. Perfect stability， like imperfect 
stability， isneith巴ra necessary nor sufficient. The Hicksian conditions 
24) See; Allen， op. cit. 
For example， letus construct a matrix [A-i.l]. Thus 
A-Aベii)-A(;i)=(マム)
Expanding the determinant 
f(J.) = IA-J.II =.12-4.1-5 
Therefore f(A) = (Hl) (J.-5) =0 
Thus， Aニ 1，A = 5， satisfy this charact号risticequation. This is the characte崎
ristic roots of matrix A. 
25) Samuelson; op. cit.， Chapter IX. P. 271. 
26) Samuelson; op. cit.， Chpter IX. P. P. 272~273. 
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are neccessary but not sufficient if the system is to be stab1e for al1 
positive rates of adjustment in different markets; and if al1 off-diagona1 
terms are non-negative， the Hicks conditious are both necessary and 
sufficient for stabi1ity. 
[7J Keynesian System and Correspondence Principle 
An equi1brium point which exists in princip1e， but which cannot be 
approached， and which is such that slightest disturbance starts a move-
ment away from it is obvious1y not very re1evant from an economic 
point of view. It turns out that the study of the dynamic stability of 
equi1ibrium is often important a1so in obtaining determinate compara-
27) 
tive statics resu1ts. 
It must be stressed that comparative statics does not say anything 
about the time path of the variables from the initia1 to the fina1 equi-
librium point; nor can itsay whether the new equi1ibrium point wi1 
actual1y be approached. The answer to these other questions does not 
pertain to comparative statics but to dynamics， and precise1y to that 
branch of dynamics which dea1s with th巴stabi1ityof equi1ibrium. How-
ever， the connection between comparative statics and dynamics is ex-
pressed by the princip1e which Professor Samue1son has cal1ed the 
28) 
correspondence prinicip1e. This correspondence princip1e can be a 
usefu1 too1 in many instances， while it makes not a panacea. 
Now， 1et us examine it with app1ying the ana1ysis of Keynesian 
system. The three fundam叩 ta1re1ations in the well-known Keynesian 
system are indicated by the following mode1 of aggregate demand. 
27) Gandolfo; op. cit.， Appendix 1. P. 350. 
28) Gandolfo; op. cit.， Appendix I. P. 342. 
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Y=C(Y，r) +1+α 
1 =1(Y，r) +β 
M=L(Y，r) 
(7 -1) 
where Y stands for income， C consumption， 1 investment， lvI money 
supply， L demanded money， and r the interest rate. The consumption 
function represents relating to income and the rate of interest， invest-
ment relating to the level of income and the interest rate， and the 
existing amount of money relating to the level of income and the in-
terest rate， so that respectively the consumption function， the marginal 
efficiency of capital schedule， and the schedule of liquidity preference. 
Moreover，αpresents a parameter bringing about an upward shift in 
the propensity to consume schedule， s an upward shift in the marginal 
efficiency schedule， and M is taken as a parameter shifting upward 
the schedule of liquidity preference. 
Then， we have the three unknowns (Y， r， and 1) and three para-
meters (α， s， and M). In order that we retain the e民ctsof these 
parameters with respect to the unknowns， differentiating totally the 
equations (7-1)， we have the following. 
Cy-1 Cr 1 ¥ (dY -d，β 
1y 1r -11 1 dr1 =1 -d，β (7-2 ) 
Ly Lr 0) ¥d1 dM 
where the subscript is the partial derivative relating to the endogenous 
variable. 
Using Cramer's rule to solve the three equations for the three un-
knowns， we find 
dy=i-J，α-d，めLE(IT+CT)dM
dr一(伽十dβ)Ly十 (Iy+Cyー l)dM
ーム (7 -3) 
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(CyLT -LT -LyCT) d，β~ (IyLT -LyIT)dα+ (ITCy-IT -IyCT)dM dM=，vY.lJr-.LJr .L..JYvr U{'J~ ¥..l .L.tr ム
wh巴reム=(!y+Cy-l)LT一(IT-CT)Ly
To obtain the partial derivatives of the unknowns with respect to 
the parameters， we divide both sides of equations (7-3) by the para-
meters. The results is the following. 
dY LT 
dα ム
dY LT 
dβ ーム
dY -IT+CT 
d凡fーム
dr Ly 
dα ーム
dr LT 
dβ ーム
dr Iy+Cy-l 
dM ム
dI一一IyLγ+LyIT
daーム
dI CyLT-LT-LyCT 
dβーム
dI 1TCy-IT-IyCT 
dM ム
(7 -4) 
We conventionally establish that the following assumptions are us・
ually made. 
Cy>O，ん>0，Ly>O， ITく0，LTく0，CT三0 (7-5 ) 
Then， we must determine the signs of al numerators and the deno-
minators， L1， in order to evaluate the equations (7-4). If we assume 
usually to conduct the rational consumption behaviour， then it wi1 
follow that th巴 higherthe rate of interest， th巴lowerth巴consumption.
Rather it must be saying that it is exceptional behaviour to the higher 
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the interest rate， the higher the consumption. Hence， ifwe try to 
make the rational of the behaviour assumption， then the common de-
nominator of the equations (7-4) have to be negative; ム dくo.
To examine the stability of the equilibrium in our model， we must 
proceed to a consideration of a dynamic system. According to Professor 
29) 
Samuelson， we assume that the marginal e缶ciencyand liquidity prefe・
rence work out in so a short time that they can be regarded as holding 
instantaneously， that 1 now repres巴ntintended investment， and this 
magnitude equals saving-investment only in equilibnum. If consump-
tion should suddenly increase， national income not having a chance to 
change， actual saving-investment would fal short of intended saving-
investment because of inventory reduction. Income would tend to 
rise. Similarly an excess of actual saving-investment over intended 
saving-investment would tend to make income fall. Consequently， 
the rate of change of income is proportional to Lhe difference between 
intended saving-investment and actual saving-investment. 
Y=I一(Y-C(Y，r)一α;
O=I(Y，r)ー 1+β
O=LCY，r)-M 
dY 
where Y三一一一. Jacobean determinant is rewritting as follows. 
dt 
(7-6 ) 
Cr Cy-1一λ1
fCλ)= Ir Iy -11 =ムA-Lr=O
、 、
??
???
?
?、 、
Lr Ly 0 
Therefore， th巴叩ilibriumis stable only if A-= - 0 . Since Lrく0，
~r 
to be stable L1 must be negative. This is al the essenc巴ofthe corres-
pondence principle. 
29) Samuelson; op. cit.， Chapter IX. P. P. 278~279. 
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[8J Summary 
In respect of a concept of statics and dynamics describes the fo1-
lowing. Professor Hicks defines that economic statics is those parts of 
economic theory where we do not troub1巴 aboutdating; economic dy-
namics is those parts where every quantity must be dated. Professor 
Samue1son defines that statics is the process changing each datum when 
a various datum changes; dynamics is the process of successive change 
of the variab1e from one time to next time. After al， 1 suppose so 
as to be saying the same things about the static and dynamic definitions 
either Professor Hicks or Professor Samuelson. For the time being， 
however， we have not exactly those de五nitions.
In the ana1ysis of the Walrasian genera1 equi1brium， as Professor 
Hicks distinguished between imp紅白ctand perfect stabi1ity， we also 
dE，¥ 
dea1t with so a method as him. Imperfect stability is whenヲて'->
Wl" 
ho1ds only if， giving a change in the i th price， al the other prices 
have adj usted in such a way that al the other markets are again in 
dK 
equilibrium. Perfect stabi1ity is when :'くoholds in any case， that 
dPi 
is when (1) al the other prices have adjusted， (2) al the other prices 
remain constant， and (3) any subset of k other prices have varied so 
that equilibrium in the respective markets has been restored， where as 
the remaining m-k prices have remained constant. 
Comparative statics does not say anything about the time path of 
the variables from the initial to the fina1 equilibrium point， nor can 
it say whether the new equilibrium point will actual1y be approached. 
The answer to these other quations does not pertain to comparative 
statics but to dynamics. However， itmay be possib1e to obtain some 
information about comparative statics from dynamic considerations. 
Such dynamic considerations are essential of the correspondence princip1e， 
however this is not a panacea. 
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The analysis which we dealt with is able to apply it in the inter-
national system. In fact， these applications are seen in any parts of 
the international economics. For example， we can take up in the 
30) 
Metzleric system: (1) a shift of d巴mandfrom saving onto the goods of 
country k raises the income of country k and raises income in every 
other country; it cannot b巴 providethat income in any other country 
rises by less than income in country k; (2) a shift of demand from 
country to country k raises income in country k and lowers income 
in country i; it cannot be proved that in♀ome in other countries rise 
by less than in country k or fal1 by less than in country i: (3) a shift 
of demand from al1 other countries fal1， or rise by less than income 
in country k. Or， this analysis is us号dth巴 problemsexpanding to the 
international currencies and curr巴ncyareas. (September 16. 1980) 
30) R.A. Mundell; International Economics. 1968. Chapt釘 7.P.P. 100~1O7. 
Would you like to refer many paper announced around in our world. 
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